Novel electroanalytical method based on the electrostriction phenomenon and its application to determination of Cr(VI) by the flow injection technique.
The electrostriction phenomenon is observed in membranes of thickness in the nanometer range, e.g. bilayer lipid membranes or self-assembled monolayers. Strong electrical field of 105-106V/cm in intensity appears when applying the potential lower than 1V to these membranes. Electrostatic forces change the dimensions of a dielectric, hence the membrane compression and decrease in thickness are observed. As a result, increase in the membrane capacitance is recorded. The presented work covers development and application of a new analytical method based on the innovative capacitance-to-frequency conversion method and flow technique. Construction of the novel flow manifold designed for realization of the whole analytical procedure of chromium(VI) determination with the use of capacitance measurements and its operating rules are shown. The main element of the system is a specially designed measurement cell for realization of chromium determination using a three-electrode system. Au electrode with a self-assembled monolayer of thiols grafted with functional groups selectively interacting with the analyte is employed as a dielectric layer. Ag/AgCl electrode and Pt one are used as a reference and auxiliary electrode, respectively. Accuracy, repeatability and reproducibility of the proposed analytical procedure were tested in determination of Cr(VI) in synthetic solutions and environmental water matrices spiked with the analyte. Benefits and drawbacks of the developed manifold were critically discussed.